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President’s Letter
Greetings and warm wishes for a wonderful New Year.
As you can see from the following pages, the Hartman
Institute has much activity planned already, and is looking for your ideas for whatever else can help you see into
Value Science and axiology more deeply.
We had a solid Board Meeting in October and made several decisions regarding resources we want to offer. Pam
Brooks and Adina Borta spent several days at the University library in Knoxville, collecting information on the
Hartman materials that are kept there. Jay Niblick will
work with them to get them online for members to access. There are articles by Hartman, notes from his
courses and counseling sessions, books, and photos,
among other things. We hope to have these digitized so
that you can access them easily from the Members section of the site.

One highpoint of the meeting was the celebration of all
that Rem Edwards has contributed to the Institute over
the years. As a colleague of Hartman and a professor of
many of the charter members of the RSHI, Rem has devoted time, organization, mentoring, and publications to
enrich all our thinking—and stabilize the RSHI.
The conference was another magic moment. The Wisdom Council was ably represented by Mark Moore, Rem,
Wayne Carpenter and Art Ellis, who were deeply involved
in discussions and presentations. We are blessed to have
these early friends of Hartman.
Let us know how we can provide what you need as you
spread the principles and products that stem from Value
Science!
Warmly,

K.T. Connor, PhD
ktconnor@applied-axiometrics.com
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European RSHI Conference coming June 8th
The European Chapter of the Institute is planning to
hold its conference in London at the RAF Club. Save
the date: June 8. Join members from several countries who come together to dig deeper into the great
work of Hartman.
To learn more about the conference location contact
Andrea Burns: andreaburns@catapult-

New Format for Global RSHI Conference this Year
Thanks to the good efforts of VP for Research Cliff Hurst, we
are set for Salt Lake City in October. The conference will
have a new structure, thanks to the extra resources available. A workshop on axiology occurs the day before the conference. Moreover, the conference will be 2 1/2 days.
The dates are: Workshop: Monday, October 16
Conference: Tuesday, October 17
Thursday, October 19 (‘til noon)
We will also have an optional tour of special Salt Lake areas
on Thursday and a board meeting on Friday, the 20th.

How Can We Serve You Online?

Our VP for Member Development, Vera Mefford, wants to know
what members would most like to see added to the "Members
Only" section of the website. It may be a subject Hartman wrote
about, or a white paper concerning a specific application that may
have been written by a consultant, psychotherapist, sociologist or
theoretician. We want to solicit your ideas on what would make
our web site better and the membership benefits even more appealing to current and potential members. Let us know. Contact
Vera Mefford at veraax77@gmail.com.
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Hartman: The Man Raised in Many Faiths
Hartman: The Man Raised in Many Faiths
Freedom to Live invites us to reflect on the thinking of Robert Hartman
Freedom
to Live
invites
us tothis
reflect
onathe
thinking
Robert
and explore
ways
to make
world
better
place.ofHere
is aHartman
section
and explorefrom
wayshis
to thought
make this
world
a
better
place.
Here
is
a
section
on developing the inner self.
from his thought on developing the inner self.
He describes in this section the “Man of Faith” and “Man of Fear.”
If you live in the depth of your self you are a world for yourself and

THE PERSON OF FAITH

you need nothing else. You are anchored with the totality of your

Humble
Serene
Cooperative
Generous
Unpretentious
Self-possessed, not easily hurt.
Bold, courageous
Blessed with the light touch
Prone to see the relevant
Persevering, patient
Spontaneous, flexible
Compassionate

own being in the totality of the world. You feel at home in the world;
you feel at ease. The strange thing is, everything comes to you
without any special effort –everything is added unto you, as it says in
the Bible. You are, as we say, well born. You feel wonderful to be
alive. Faith is exactly this – to feel good in the world and to feel
that the world is good. You are not only made in the image of God
and bear intrinsically His name – (“I am I”) – but you also see the
world with the eyes of God: “And God saw everything that He had

THE PERSON OF FEAR

made and, behold, it was very good” (Genesis 1:31). Thatway you are not

Defiant.
Aggressive and combative.
Competitive.
Cynical.
Greedy.
Vain.
Easily hurt, touchy.
Cowardly
Burdened with the heavy touch.
Prone to see the irrelevant.
Inconstant, hesitant.
Systemic, rigid
Indifferent, callous

letting God down by feeling the world is rotten. You have nothing
spiritually to fear, for you have the deep trust that God is good and
the world is His creation; and you have the humility, as did Job, to
trust in the goodness of God and the world even though at times you
are unable to understand either the one or the other.
How does this speak to our world today? What does it suggest in
terms of ways to create a sense of what he calls Faith?

Join others in exploring the impact of axiology, value science and Hartman’s work. Check out our
LinkedIn group. For information, contact our Secretary, Adina Borta: adina@adinaborta.com.
Looking for something to read? Check these out. Look for more on our website under
Resources.
Robert S. Hartman, Freedom to Live: The Robert Hartman Story. Second Edition,
Arthur B. Ellis, Editor Or eBook: Freedom to Live.
Robert S. Hartman, Knowledge of Good, Edited by Arthur B. Ellis and Rem B. Edwards
Rem Edwards, The Essentials of Formal Axiology
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Are you reading the RSHI journal? If not, look at what you’re missing.

Take a look at the journal, past and present.
As a member you have access to all the issues by going here: Member Login.
As a non-member you can purchase issues here.

New VP for Education
At the resignation of Pam
Brooks in October, Doug Lawrence was elected to the
Board and assigned the education responsibility,

Let us know how you’d like to make you mark on
the Hartman Institute. Here are some areas you
can impact:
Education Committee Contact Doug Lawrence

Doug, an engineer, has spent a good deal of his career
in New Product Development and New Business Development on a wide range of technical products and
processes. His Holistic Business Strategies firm is particularly interested in the development and use of
Value Science principles as applied to business and
education, especially K-12 education.

Research Committee

Contact Cliff Hurst

Membership Committee Contact Vera Mefford
Help us impact the community as well. For example, hear how Cliff Hurst is doing it:
https://www.p3utah.org/latest-news/cliff-hurst/
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ROBERT S. HARTMAN INSTITUTE

Would you like
an ASP?

OUR MISSION AND STRATEGY

We’re not talking about a kind of caterpillar or snake
(also called “asp”), but our Axiological Service Providers.
Our overall membership includes philosophers, psychologists, clergy, professors, students, and practitioners
of applied axiology. Some of these practitioners train
others, distribute HVP profile products, or just use Value
Science in their consulting.
Interested in using an ASP? Check out our ASP Directory.

Our Mission: To refine, enhance and apply
Formal Axiology.

Do you want to provide service as an ASP? Check out our
requirements and register.

Our Vision, or why we want to do this:
To Change the World for the Better.






Warm Wishes for a

Wonderful 2017!

Have Hartman’s Axiology accepted and
taught in Universities
Propose courses to Universities
Grow our Journal’s impact
Have articles accepted in other Journals
Publish more research
Have more people educated in Hartman’s
Axiology
Conduct and publish more research
Recover and make available the Hartman
related work from his Special Collection
Find opportunities to speak everywhere
Create practical programs, books & training
Have more people use Axiology in more
fields
Create practical programs, books & training
Translate Hartman’s Axiology in ways that
impact decision making programs

How Does
Registration
Work?
Remember, it’s all online! No sending checks anywhere.
The new process has the new registering members go
through and set everything up themselves, including their
username and password. By the time we receive notification that they are a member, everything is already done and
they have likely already visited the member's only section.
That’s because once they register and their payment is automatically confirmed through our automated system, they
immediately have access to all member benefits.

How is it working for you? Are you getting your
renewal notice?
If you are joining, is the process working for
you?
Let Jay Niblick know if you are having problems.
jayn@innermetrix.com
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